
Great Moments of Laughter
Excerpts of a fun Nursing event

Givette Gonzalez
Director of Intake and Marketing.

Thank you all for joining us today! Throughout the pandemic the world has been able to see what we
at White Glove always knew, that is the value that each nurse brings to our community. We are
honored and grateful that you have found a home in our organization. And you have been able to
deliver outstanding service to our patients despite the enormous challenges we have faced. Your
expertise, compassion, adaptability and commitment to service on the frontlines really exemplifies
what it means to be a hero in our community.

Nadia Neranjan
Chief Operating Officer

I am here to say thank you to our nurses, who were out there throughout this Covid period, when
there were so many challenges we encountered. We were all new to it, figuring it out on a daily
basis. But we got up every day and did what we needed to do. I really want to say a thank you from
myself, in the name of the agency, from everyone.

I hope that we hold hands together and continue this journey, and hopefully this crisis will end soon.

(read on)



Celeste Greene
Laughter Yoga Instructor

Hi! I am so excited to share with you a practice that changed my life for the better. I have been
laughing on purpose for over a decade now. One of the things I get to do is make others feel
better through unconditional laughter.
It is called laughter yoga, a unique health concept where practically anybody can laugh for a long
time without any jokes, humor or comedy. We do not need it. We just go through the motions of
laughter.

What we discover is that as we allow ourselves to laugh, and as we make eye contact with other
people who are also laughing and we hear them laugh, the laughter becomes genuine and
contagious. Even after just a few minutes of doing this, you will feel the stress melt away, you will
feel more relaxed, and energetic. And this is so important, we got to fill up our cups, if we are going
to be giving out.

Now Celeste invites us to unmute the Microphones, because the session is interactive, and for
best results we should see each other.

At first it is about pretending to giggle and then really laughing loudly and having real fun, making
various different fun sounds and interesting stretches. The favorite was Poh-Poh-Ha-Ha-Ha.. We
have not laughed like this in years!

(read on)



Heather Lingengren
A patient's Mother

 We have had nursing now, since June. Before starting out, we heard how hard it is; I have listened to
many horror stories about nursing. I have been so grateful and surprised how White Glove has worked
with me and my family. How this amazing nurse, Martine came to us, becoming part of my family, and
how she adores my daughter. Especially in this time, with the nursing shortage; people are really
stretched thin. I feel White glove is the right timing and helps for all to find the place. We worked
really hard to get the services approved, and I have nothing but good things to say about the
communication, always checking in. It has been so pleasant for us. And I always want to turn off the
noise of the nightmare, on the support group I am part of; I try to be that other voice saying it can be a
really good experience. I am glad we got we got paired with White Glove. I feel thankful for everyone
who works so hard. There is always someone to assist even on Holiday, or after hours and that is
great. Thank You.

Janice Rappaport
A patient's Wife

When White Glove called and asked if I can be part of this event, I jumped at the opportunity.

Abie Kamara has been with us for two and a half years and has subbed with us before that. Ifidon
Abraham, he is reaching his fourth anniversary in my house. Then there is Sadrac Edouard who has
been with us since the second week when White glove took the case some four years ago. Rain, snow,
sleet hail and a pandemic has not kept them from coming. With smiles and helping hands they have
become part of our family.

They have stayed late and stepped up to cover one another, with a deep sense of responsibly to
protect my husband. New members of my husband’s care, Jakia Williams and Tara Mendoza have all
made it possible for us to survive. They are just terrific, and there is nothing else to say. 

Thank you for those who joined us, and for all of our nurses who makes our great White Glove team be
what it is.


